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This study was organized to investigate the ohysical and theoret-
ical aspecti of pressure wave propagation in high velocity subsonic
air.
The laboratory phase of the investigation required the design
of a flow tube to give a constant Mach number and highly responsive
pressure oickups for use with electronic amplification and record-
ing. Pressure disturbances of controlled magnitude were introduced
into the flow tube by rupture of a plastic di^ohragm used to seal
a compression chamber.
For various shock pressures released into the tube, accurate
measurements were made as to the time re;uired for the waves to
traverse the test length of tube u stream, and the magnitudes of the
i ressures involved, .'it'dn the wave front there was found to exist
a pressure peak exceeding in magnitude the normal pressure P2 follow-
such a disturbance.
In theory, starting with th'5 b <sic equations of continuity,
momentum, and energy, an equation wis developed for the absolute
velccit. ' he disturb.^nce front. Essentially the normal plane
ssure ratio-velocity equation was found to describe the
rbenomenon with corrections for tube flow velocity and the two exist-
ant energy systems - toose of the tube flow and of the compression
chamber.
One method of analyzing the magnitude of the pressure peak
within the shock wave was considered. It was seen from tests that
the pressure peak underwent 1 form of diffusion in moving upstream

into a smaller tube area at a supersonic rate relative to the tube
flow.
""his project was carried out during the year 1950-51 by the
author at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York. The
laboratory tests -vere conducted in the high velocity air labor-
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Peak pressure occuring within disturbance.
Velocity in ft/sec. of normal tube flow.
Velocity in ft/sec. of disturbance front relative to
normal tube flow.
Absolute velocity of disturbance front.
Mach number of normal tube flow.
Introduced here as w/^gjfRT
Total temperature with regard to normal tube flow, M„
Total pressure with regard to normal tube flow.
Total temperature associated with relative flow, N.
Total pressure associated with relative flow.
Ratio of sp-cific heats, cp /c v
: 1.4 C
Time ia seconds for disturbance front to traverse tube,,
Friction factor associated with hydraulic radius.
Hydraulic radius Flow area divided by wetted perimeter,
Wall angle of tube.
Refers to the measuring station two inches from throatc
Refers to measuring station 26 inches from throat.
Nomenclature of Appendix II is defined and used in
that section only.

THE PROPAGATION OF MEDIUM PRESSURE
DISTURBANCES IN HIGH SUPSONIC AIH FLOW
INTRODUCTION
In the past, considerable experimentation and theorizing has
been done on the shock tube which sends a compression wave into still
air and a rarefaction into the compression chamber, Altho this
problem is still being investigated, its characteristics are fairly-
well established.
The next logical step, which was undertaken by the work as de-
scribed in this report, was to introduce medium pressure disturban-
ces into moving air and to observe their characteristics as the
waves moved upstream. Practically, such an investigation would serve
to add to the knowledge of sudden energy changes as are evident in
shock fronts, and would find related application in situations as
quick-closing and opening control valves used on air drive for light
auxiliary turbine wheels
In scope, this investigation was considered to be a primary
overall physical survey of the problem. Pressure disturbances of
varying intensity were introduced into air flow in a tube of average
Mach number 0.8.
Desired data included v-locity of the moving wave front,
pressure ratio across the front, and peak pressure in the front for

each intensity of applied disturbance. To obtain this data, a
special dynimic pressure pickup was designed as one phase of the lab-
oratory part of this inv stigation.
The theory of the observed phenomenon was developed from the
basic flo-v equations of continuity, momentum, and energy relative
to the shoc'< front. Superposition was employed to account for the
added effect of tube flow D This approach was indicated as the most
feasible -way to get "engineering" answers since a mathematical t-eat-
rent accounting for all variables simultaneously "ould be very com-
plex and might well in itself be the scope of a complete investi-
gation.
This inv. 'Stigation was conducted by the author during the course
of the school year 1950-51 in th« high velocity air laboratory of the
Mechanical Engineering Department at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, New York.
nhe author is indebted to many individuals for their contribu-
tions to the design .and use of the laboratory equipment „ Specific
acknowledgement is given «vith than.cs to Prof„ N. P„ ailey for many
sug/ estions on the overall laboratory set-up: to Prof. H c K c Trathen
on the application of strain gages; and to Mr. Waldo Goypr of the
Kechanical Engineering Department metal -vorking shop for his fine
craf tsmanshio.

j;QUIPM.i)NT AND PROC £XJRE
Fig„ 1 is i schematic drawing of the complete laboratory test
arrangement and Fig. 6 a photograph of the test setup e
The laboratory equipment divided itself naturally into four
basic groups; compressors and otner laboratory fixtures, the flow
tube, shock: producing mechanism, and dynamic pressure pickups with
the required electronic eq:ipment. 3ach group will be described in
detail with emphasis on the specially designed items.
Group A: Compressors and basic laboratory equipment,
kir was supplied by two six-cylinder Shram compressors , model
210, rated at 206 cubic feet of standard air per minute at 1175 RPM„
A 'Vestinghnuse three phase, 60 cycle, 220 volt, 50 horsepower motor
with r-ited full load speed of 1175 EPM was connected by direct drive
to each compressor. Air from the compressors went thru aftercoolers
into storage tanks with maximum pressure preset for 100 psig.
The combined air from the two storage tanks was pined into a
plenum chamber thru coarse and fine control valves in parallel.
Located in the plenum chamber was a one inch metering nozzle across
which a mercury nanometer read pressure drop. In the main compart-
ment of the plenum ch-unber was a Weston gas thermometer, 0-220° F„
,
and a total pressure tap with line leading to an Ashcroft 0-100 psi
pressure gage.
ith the Known area of the metering nozzle and pressure drop
across it, plus total temperature and pressure, the weight flow of
air could be determined. No corrections were made to any of the

recorded data from the plemim chamber-metering nozzle combination
instruments due to their permanent mounting which made calibration
inadvisable, and also due to the fact that all runs were to be made
under thp same flow conditions.
Group 5; Flow tube.
Fig, 2 shows the mounting end of the flow tube and Fig. 7 the
tube in position bolted to the face plate of the plenum chamber
,
Design considerations are covered in detail in Appendix I. The
tube was designed to give an average flow cf Mich number 0.8 with
weight flow 0.49 lbs/sec.
The tube was 32 inches long from throat to exit, of rectangu-
1 r cross section with inside dimensions uniformly varying from
.
7x„9 inches at the throat to l.lx.'> inches at the exit, 'Tie tube
proper was fabricated from ^ inch flat brass with sides held to-
gether by 3/32 inch metal screws placed l| inches apart. A, bra-^s
flange on the tube at the throat was bolted to the one inch nozzle
section turned from aluminum stock. The nozzle pi«ce had a five inch
diameter with eight ^ inch bolt holes drilled in a four inch circle
to permit securing to the plenum chamber.
The test section of the tube was that portion between the two
inch and the 26 inch station. Static pressure taps were located at
2, 10, 18, and 26 inch stations on one vertical wall to permit tube
calibration. Leads from the four taps went to a common manif&ld to
which 7as attached a mercury mamibm^ter,, On the opposite tube wall at
the two and 26 inch stations were ^ inch taps to permit insertion
of either the dynamic pressure pickup or the similar pressure sensing

element. At the 29^- inch station on the bottom tapering -vail was
the one inch hole for explosion chamber connection with a l/8 inch
tap directly above for the puncture rod guide.
A. detachable exit receiver chamber in the form of a cylinder
four inches in diameter and 6-;^ inches long was clamped over the end
of the tube to control the flow characteristics of the tube. Sight
\ inch holes co rprisod its exit area over which was centered a brass
plate 'vith eight similar holes. 'Aie out<-r plate could rotate and thus
control the amount of opening and back pressure.
Group C; Shock-produc i ng mechanism.
A considerable problem aro3e in the question of how to intro-
duce a disturbance into steady flow without interrupting the flow by
gadgetry prior to setting it off. Such schemes as detonation of an
explosive in r-.n expanded part of the flow tube, or firing a blank
cartridge i-to the end of the t ibe were considered and rejected due
to lack of control or lack: of information as to what the effective
intensity of the disturbance mi^it be.
Since the application of plastic diaphragms had proven so effect-
ively simple in the case of the straight shock tube, it was decided
to a^apt them to this case. x ig. 3 shows the exit end of the flow
tube with the shock producing mechanism.
The shock pressure chamber was a cylindrical tank "dth inside
di Tensions four inches in diameter and 12 inches long. Filling was
<'-cc-mplished by an air hose with chuck flowing thru a conventional
automobile tire valve fitted to the tank. The tank had a J inch tap
normally plugged, into hich the dynamic pressure pickup was inserted

for calibration. A U. S. Gage Co. 0-100 psi gage indicated tank
pressure "-"his gage was calibrated by dead weight tester with results
shown in *ig. 10 o
A flanged one inch pipe with ^ inch inside diameter was screwed
into the tank top. The flanged top had cut in it a 1} inch diameter
recess for holding the plastic diaphragm, A. mating flanged pipe led
to the flow tube. Upon insertion of the diaphragm, the flanged pipfc
ends were secured together with sir. l/8 inch bolts set in a 2 l/l6
inch circle, This arrangement gave a very tight fit with appreciable
leakage around the diaphragm only at the hi^ier pressures,,
Sat in the top surface of the tube was a gland guide thru which
a 1/16 inch puncture rod with sharpened end centered over the
diaphragm, A sharp rap on the puncture rod very cleanly ruptured the
phragm sending the high pressure disturbance in at ri.j t angles
to the flow in the tube.
Clear cellophane diaphragms of e 001, .003, and ,005 inches were
tried. The ,001 inch were effective for tank pressures of 15 to 35
lbs, gage under non-flcw conditions but would not stand up under
tube flo v - vibrations long enough for standard test conditions to be
established and data taken. The „003 inch plastic was used from 35
to 65 psig tank pressures, and the .005 from 65 to maximum rrailable,
about 93 psigc
The tank was filled usually about 10 psi high er than the test
pressure desired to allow for leakage while tube flow was being
established,. It was necessary to fill the tank prior to starting




Group D' Pressure pickups and electronic recording apparatus .
The dynamic pressure pickup "/as designed from considerations as
given in Appendix II to meet size limitations of th e tube and elec-
tronic response characteristics of the Hathaway amplifier and
oscillograph combination. '?he pickup, as shown in *ig. 3, is of the
flush-mounted type to give the most accurate response with least
disturbance to the flow. A .020 irch brass diaphragm was tinned to
the base plug leaving a 9/16 inch inner diameter on which to mount
the sensitive element. The plug was threaded for 4 inch with a hex-
agonal to: "i th the proper washer, the diaphragm -as flush with the
inner tube wall.
Calculated natural frequency of the pickup was 16,460 cycles per
second.
SR-4 I aid -in South -/ark type A-8 strain gages, gage factor 1.76,
resistance 120 ooh re selected on the basis of their good temp-
erature characteristics, frequency response ( known up to 50,000
c./clcs), and r :ged reliance. The inner diaphragm surface was roughed
with v.-ry light sandpaper .and cleaned with carbon tetrachloride. 'Die
strain elements were mounted in the diaphragm center with duco cement
and allowed to dry under pressure for a period of 72 hours. One lead
from the strain gage went to an insulated terminal, the other ground-
ed to the plug. Two such units vere made
One unit <-as designated the dynamic rassure piekup and U3ed
exclusively with the Hathaway MRC 15 C carrier amplified to measure
t
actual pressure. This amplifier had a guaranteed flat response from

0-1500 cycles per second. w i th a dummy gage it formed 1 70 external
legs of a bridge to which was fed 4200 cycle voltage from a built-
in oscillator. Five volt bridge voltage with | attenuation was used„
The other unit was usea as a pressure change sensing element
'ormed one leg of an external bridge with two legs 120 ohms
and two 500 ohms. The other 120 ohm leg was actually a potentio-
ter used to balance the bridge. A 32^ volt battery supplied the
bridge thru an off-on switch. This element gave output only for a
chwmge of pressure when a generated a.c. signal fed into the MRG]
a s c. amplifier. It was thus used as a time marker at the station
osite the dyn-imic pickup,, This vide band amplifier was designed
for use with strain gage3 and had a guaranteed flat response 3-50' C
les per second. ^
The MRC15C and MRC15AC amplifiers were combined into -16
control unit containing amplifiers, power supply, oscillator, and
bridge balancing controls. It "actured by the Hathaway
Instrument Co. , Denver, Colo. The two-channel output of the control
unit fed to the five-channel Hathawa; rec rding oscillograph 3-14A.
The time pulse from the a.c, amplifier fed to the oscillograph
channel one with a type 0A-? one ohm galvonoraeter of natural fre-
quency 4500 cycles and maximum current 500 mi 11 lamps.
The dynamic pressure signal fed to channel three with an OA
seven ohm galvonometer of natural frequency 3500 cycles and 100
mill i amps mr.xinum current.
Recordings from the oscillograph were m-ade on Kodak 300 Lin-
graph paper driven at 4n inches per second.

The dynamic pressure gage was calibrated using the corrected
pressure of the tank gage as reference. Calibration is shown in
Fig. 11= A rocalibration after being used for record runs showed
no change from the original,,
Fig 8 is a photo of the component parts of the tube and
shock producing mechanism with the pressure pickups and leads.
Procedure.
Nine runs were made with the dynamic gage at the upstream
.tion and 3ix recording from the downstream station. 2ach 3eries
of runs covered the pressure range from about 35 to 85 psig shock
tank pressure,
With all the equipment in position and compressors on, the
procedural technique for each run involved the adjustment of three
^arate systems.
?irst, the electronic system was put in ready condition by
isting bridge voltage and attenuation, and bal;incir l ,t and
tput circuits of the MRC15C unit, Then the 32| volt * 1 >AC supply
/ turned on, sensitivity set, and film shutter of the oscillograph
or.ened„ These step3 represented the minimum preparation for each
run„ Prior to each sefcies of runs, the pressure pickups, amplifiers,
and oscil lograph had to be stely checked for operability.
Second, the shock tank was filled to about 10 psig above the
desired pressure,
Third, the flow of air thru the tube was set to the predeter-
mined value by adjusting plenum chamber pressure with the entering
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air flow valve simultaneously with pressure at the two inch tube
station by use of the variable exit area control.
When flow thru the tube had steadied, the shock: tank pressure
was set, and the run triggered by turning on the master oscillo-
graph switch and tapping the puncture rod to rupture the diaphragm.
Altho each run required extensive and careful preliminary steps,
actual full operation lasted only about 1-j seconds during which




On the Design of Equipment
As much a part of the results as the oscillograms was the per-
formance of the equipment, in particular the flow tu e and the
pressure pickups especially designed for this series of experimnntSo
Fig 5 9 shows the tube calibration with and without the exit
chamber receiver. The fact that the tube gave supersonic flow with
a free exit indicated a critical nozzle section with probable separ-
ation of flow at the throat. Three different nozzle entrance config-
urations were tried with no measurable difference. A reduction on
plwnum shamber pressure moved the shock back to between the 10 and
18 inch stations. The next change with reduced plenum chamber
pressure gave low subsonic flow thruout.
The simple remedy was to exhaust into an exit chamber by which
exit irea and back pressure could De controlled. This eliminated the
supersonic tendency but showed that the tube was ictually a diffuser
with too much built-in area increase.
The assumed friction factor of .007 was the determining factor
in deciding the area change gradient over the length of the tube
necessary to give a constant Mach number. The clue to a probable
more correct value lies in Fig. 9 showing flow of nearly constant









is indicated. For smooth circular tubes of constant .area, f is
usually n5 or a little less. In diffusers it supposedly is greater
depending on the actual amount of fri tion and divergence of tube
wallSo In this case since only enough area increase to ,- rive constant
Mach number was desired with no diffuser action, a value of ,004 to
,005 v.ould probably have given the desired flow,
. "ith allowance made for a friction factor of -,007, one possible
folution was to introduce additional friction,, The interior of the
tub' 5 was coated with shellac and fine sand blown in. rhe result of
this treatment was to give a constant M of slightly greater than 8
between two and ien inches with increasing diffuser action toward
the exit. '"Several different applications of the shellac-3and combi-
nation gave generally the same resalts. The obvious conclusion was
that with small cross-sectional area, roughing the walls produced
the desired effect, but in the larger areas toward the exit, the
added turbulence and friction near the walls did not affect the
already turbulent flow.
For record runs it was decided to keep the nearly straight
line M variation. Accordingly the tube was cleaned out and used in
its original smooth condition.
The measurement of short time transient conditions always
r uses the question of whether the results are qualitatively and
quantitavely correct. If it were possible to calibrate the measur-
ing instrument under the dynamic conditions, then probably the
calibration method could be a- lied to the problem in the first place
and i\8trumentation worries eliminated. Unfortunately no direct
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method of dyn.-unic calibration exists.
In the pressure-time measurements of these tests, the frequency
iln seemed satisfactory. For the calculated frequency of 16,460
cycles per second of the dynamic pickup, wr- associated a 4200 cycle
voltage, guaranteed amplifier flat response of 1500 cycles,
and galvonometer of 3500 cycles natural frequency, -he similar
pressure change sensing element fed thru a guaranteed flat 5000
cycle a.c. amplifier to a -500 cycle galvonometer
From ^ig 4, the duration of the transient condition is shown as
it l/lO second with an internedi ite peak at the upstream tube
end, while at the shock end, Fig. 5, the pressure change P^ to Po
i* indicated as oc :uring in about 1/1500 second.
Oscillograph Data.
'.Tie oscillograph records, as 9ho in in Fig ; s. 4 and 5, are rep-
resentative s moles of the series taken at each end. Time was measur-
ed from the start of the pressure change at each station which in
all cases was a ."ell defined breax. Pressures vere measur- d "rith
reference to the static pressure P]_ of the normal tube flow at each
mea3urin- "ion ahead of the disturbance.
From the oscillograms, three significant but i*;t rrelated items
of dat-1 were obtained for the different explosion chamber pressures
with tube running under the same c /nditions of average Llach number
.727. Tie peaK pressure of the disturbance, the pressure ratio
across the disturbance, and th e time for the disturbance front to
traverse the two foot test section are summ-rized for each explosion
chamber pressure, Pe , in Tables II and III and given in graphical
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forn on Fig's. 1?, 13, and 14.
In Fi j. 12, except for run 3 at Pe = 52.0, all the peak
pressures. P^, show consistent results with the slcoes of the curves
easing at the higher Pe » \t the upstream station there appears
to "be an asymptotic limit to the peak pressure of about 36 psig.
The A t-rg/Pj. data for run 3 as shown in Fig. 15 appears to he
consistent, however. It is apparent that the effective Pe was 38.2
pslg rather than 52 probably caused by a partial rather than com-
plete plastic diaphragm rupture on this run.
The absolute pressure rati" magnitudes, before and after shock,
with run 3 corrected as before, show relatively smooth data plotted
against P e in Fir. 13, Beginning with a pressure ratio of 1.7 there
is an increasing divergence between upstream and downstream readings
with increasing Pe. This difference will be analyzed later.
«
The At-F 6 plot of Fig. 14 was the only lot where the d; ta of
all runs could bo rut into one curve.
'
Ahe smallest time increment
measurable -'as ,000125 seconds altho ,00025 seconds was a mor° prob-
able limit for accuracy. In the region of higher explosion pressures,
the points showing greater time of traverse, At, were taken with
the dynai re at the upstream station and the shorter tim-s with
the dynamic gage at the downstream station. The smooth curve was
faired in giving all points equal weight.
In Fig. 15 time of traverse is plotted .against pressure ratio
across the disturbance. Here some scattering of test data becomes
rent Fo see the most probable relation between these two var-
iables, the following procedure was used. For any one At, there
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was on? corresponding explosion chamber pressure. Therefore Pe became
a common parameter. From Fj.^. 13, for each run with its associated
P6t the pressure, ratio was corrected to the faired curve. Similar-
ly, in Fig. 14, the tine of traverse was corrected to the faired
curve at the same Pg Table IV gives the data for each run so cor-
rected.
The time of traverse wis changed into velocity u by dividing
the ^i^tance of two feet between measuring stations by the -At. For
corr arisen with theory, it was desired to use a velocity ratio
u/|/g**RT where T i- the total temperature of normal tub^ flow.
Since T]_ varies with Mach number thru the tube and TQ
! varies with .
chamber pressure, T is the only available constant temp-
er.' ture parameter on which to base data from all run *.
The data of Table IV, u/Vg^HT versus Pg/Pl, is plotted in Fig.
16c For any one value of u/y^r~RT~, the correspond! nr Pp/Pj values
at- each measuring station are r-^ad as abcissae.
Theory and Test,
From Ap endix III, equation 31 for velocity ratio is developed.
7X77. ^o) L.., *1 C
< **-' p+ tjtf *
~- U) (B) - (0)
Factor (P) is the basic relation "*hich would hold if flow of
u were moving into a stationary shock region. The term (C) accounts
for the shock disturbance moving into an oprosing flow V^
The additional factor (A) corrects the velocity u for two
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eristant energy levels; one represented by T the tetal temperature
of no^al tube flow, the other "by T ' associated with the distur-
bance moving at velocity w^ with respect to tube flow as motivated
by the explosion tank pressure.
This expression would give nn average velocity for an average
?l existing over the test section, ^he oscillograph records were
limited to giving an average velocity. A plot of 2q, 31 was m-de by
usin,r; Pe values and the corresoonding average P^/^l between upstream
and downstream stations fror: Fig. 13. This gave a curve of shape
similar to the upstream test curve of Fi •. 16 which immediately
Indicated that rressure ratio data from the downstream station n-^ar
the shock inlet "/as not truly representative of pressures on either
side of a normal shock front,
31 ,oas replotted for various Po/Pi using the corresponding
shock t -ensure which gave each pressure rati t the upstream
station. From Fig. 16 it may be seen that this theoretical trept-
mer.t is in close agreement with te3t data, /riction, which is a
f snction of physical flow, .and the heat transfer involved in the
shock i ressure tank were not incorporated into the theoretical
eouation.
In discussing the shock tube utilizing a plastic diaphragm
rupture. Ref. (i) states that the tube gives plane shock wave,
the shock is not greatly attenuated in travelling up the tube, and
turbulence effects are small for some distance behind the shock
If thpse statements be assumed to an ly to th e current shock invest-
igation problem, the considerable attenuation of the shock strength
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Pp/Fi shown in Fig. 16 is again indicated to be unreasonable
,
In reexamining the data taken at th-> downstream station, tynical
of which is Fi^. 5, the pressure labelled P2 can now be se^n in a
dual role. Since, with but slight increase, it persisted until after
the disturbance reached the uostream station, it was assumed that it
was the Po associated with pressure change thru a normal shock front c
However, in the light of the foregoing analysis, it is more probable
that this Po is the peak: pressure of the disturbance transmitted
down the tube and corresponding to the Pt as observed at the up-
stream station.
It is concluded that the P^/Pl downstream data plotted in Fig s
]3, 15, and 16 doe"- not represent the -pressure ratio associated with
normal shock: fronts which is the pressure ratio used to exrlain the
velocity of wave propagation here existant. The downstream measuring
station was 3 1 inches from the shock inlet, ^his distance was appar-
tly too close for the pressure wave to develop into the shape as
shown in -H iep 4 for the upstream station.
From the data available, the wave shape of the pressure dis-








1For given tube flow conditions, Po/P^ has been shown to be the
factor governing velocity of the disturbance.
In Kef. (JD) and others dealing with the straight shock tube, '
oscillograph records show no such pea.< a s is brought out in Tig, 4
between Pi and P^. Their wave front is simply pictured as a pressure
step from P^ to Po. Thin is reasonable since only one energy level
exists. The element of the opposing kinetic energy is not present
as it is in the current situation.
The peak pressure i ight be viewed as resulting from the accel-
eration of air at rest in the explosion chamber at pressure P e to
the hypothetical velocity W]_ — u +vi in air at rest with temperature
and pressure corresponding to total temperature and pressure of the
actual tube flow.
In terms of conventional air flow, ^from Ref. (A), such an




Adapting this to the special case at hand
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If P ' is considered to be (P f Pe ) in terms of absolute
pressure, the theoretical curve as shown in *ig. 12 results. The
order of magnitude and shape agree with test except at the higher
explosion chamber pressures, '•he concept of such a total pressure
might be imagined by considering two opposing air flows stagnating
on an object anchored in the s treat"
,
The increase in Pt in goin, from the downstream to the up-
stream station is physically understandable due to the fact that
it is associated with a supersonic flow of velocity wi relative to
the tube flow. In going into a smaller area, it in effect is being
supersonically diffused with a corresponding pressure increase.
It is to be concluded that this method of introducing a shock
wave into moving air is practical and effective. However, due to
the flattening P2/P1 upstream charact eristic ,Shown in Fig, 13, little
pressure ratio would be gained by increasing the explosion chamber




As a result of the tests conducted with medium pressure dis-
turbances moving into high subsonic air flow, it is concluded that
strain gages provide a versatile pressure pickup element with ease
of use dictated by the amplifier-recording equipment despite the
preference of many investigators for quartz crystal pickups.
Introduction of pressure disturbances at right angles to the
air flow by rupture of a diaphragm i3 a satisfactory method for
explosion chamber pressures of between 35 and 85 psig. Additional
pressure would give but little increase to the pressure ratio across
the disturbance wave or to its velocity
By theory and comparison with results from the shock tube, the
pressure ratio d-ita taken at the shock end of the flow tube is inval-
id ted due to the proximity of the pressure pickup to the shock inlet
an-' not due to any limitation of the strain gage pickuo. A pressure
measurement station must be sufficiently removed from the shock
inlet to illow formation of the pressure wave it is desired to
observe.
Th*- validity of superimposing an initial flow on the velocity
of a wave from a shock tube is substantiated within the limits of
the measuring techniques used. The absolute velocity of such a wave
propagating into moving air is a function of the pressure ratio
• cross the distur ance, tube flow velocity, and the two energy levels
represented by the total temperature of the tube flow and the total
temperature of the explosion chamber.
>.ltho non-existant in shod-: tube experiments, the propagation
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of a shock disturbance into moving air produced a peak of pressure
within the disturbance of considerably greater magnitude than the
pressure P fo immediately behind the shock. A qualitative method of
calculating this peak is indicated possible by considering such a
pressure to be the static pressure associated with accelerating a
flow from rest at a total pressure P ' to a velocity w with respect
to the normal tube flow, Further-no re, it is indicated that this peak
pressure is diffused by moving upstream into a reduced area region
at a supersonic velocity relative to the tube flow.
A. new parameter which is of considerable use is introduced and
defined as N = x , the ratio of shock velocity rel tive to the
/g~FRT
flow into which it is going to the energy of the g is expressed in
terms of the absolute total temperature of the flow.
It is recommended that this study be continued specifically
with the aim of propagating pressure disturbances into flow of
constant Mach number to o-serve any attenuation tendencies and to
more closely determine the velocity of wave propagation. In such an
effort, more than two stations along the flow oath should be instru-
mented, and a more time-resoonsive unit such as a multichannel
oscilloscooe with camera recording used to observe results.
A further interesting variation would be to propagate the
waves into slightly supersonic flow.
It is also suggested that a more comprehensive mathematical
analysis be tried, starting with the physical situation as it exists
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FLO,'/ TU33 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
From Ref. (A) , for a diffu3er or nozzle with friction, the
expression for velocity gradient is developed and .<~iven as
du- . ,, r^33L^ - 1 43
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a tube under steady flow conditions at constant Mach number wil"'
have a constant velocity. Then <4¥~ - q and
f£A/ 1
, ± JA







For a tube of rectangular cross section witr equal wall
angles ( °f ) j





M = 0.8 W/T^ a 7788
A P
f = .007 (assumed)
^max = 0„49 lbs/sec from two Shrpm compressors.
T = 95 ° F = 555 ° R.
Tuoe length - 32 inches
.
Exit conditions;
pexit - 14 * 7 psia.
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= O* 9*1 " 1 in < = °°9 5n2
Th^ decrease per side of the rectangular cross section on
going from exit to throat is 2L tan W = .20 in c Dimensions of the
cro?? section at the throat are then 0.7x0.9 in. = 0.63 in2 .
Construction of the tube is facilitated "by using a single
taper instead of the double taper. If the throat and exit areas as
com; uted are maintained
Throat 0.7x0,9 in. » 0.63 in ?
Exit 1.1x0.9 in. = 0.9° in2
by U3ing a single taper, the maximum deviation in area from the
double taper is 1.35& occuring at the center of the tube. One pair
of tube walls then has a constant inside dimension of 0,9 in. The
other pair tapers from 0.7 in. at the throat to 1.1 in., at the exit,
Static pressure taps located at 2, 10, 18, and 26 inches from
the throat have corresponding cross sectional areas?
At 2 in. 0.9x0.725 in - 0.6525 in'
10 in. 0.9x0.825 in. =0.7425 in2
.
18 in, 0.9x0.925 in. rO e 8325 in2 .




FLUSH-MOUNTilD PRiSSUiliJ PICKUP DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Design limitations.'
Circular diaphragm of radius 9/32 inch.
Maximum diaphragm strain of 600 mi^roinches/inch at the center
as dictated by material and strain gage amplification equipment
Strain gage mounted at the center.
Maximum pressure of 100 psig but good response desired for
pressures as low as five psig.











h = diaphragm thickness
0»« : Deflection at center





£ - nodulus of elasticity






As an approximation, consider the center of the diaphragm to
\ e essentially flat and stressed "by simple tenr.ile stress. Then
Al
1
^ /6 /^ "IT""
3 0->c\) <^a
^ 8 x /<9
For
Material; Bras? o
E = 14xl0 6 psi.
^=.3
.
a - .281 in.
h = .020 in.
<t.= *««
lbs
e... = fa/? in
To see the effects of a low pressure of five psi and a high
pressure of 100 psi
:





These strain limits could be covered with one gage voltage and
attenuator setting for use with A-8 type strain gages and the Hath-
away strain gage amplifier and oscillograph. Stress values are




Frt>m 3ef,(C), the natural frequency of a circular A,\$c rigidly
clamped at the edge is given,
(X ~ 10.21 for lowest mode of vibration.
a. - ^79 in2. Radius squared.
6 - 0. Correction for differences in fluid density.
^ - 32.? ft/sec2 e Gravitational constant.
P= 10.24 lb-in. - Eh3/l2(l-^1),
a- 534 lb/ft 3 . Wt. per unit volune of diaphragm material,
h - o 020 in. Thickness.
a, » ,000476 in, = qa4 /64D. Deflection at cente r for 50 psig load,
With these values, the natural frequency i3 calculated to be




DERIVATION OF THE PRESSURE IAVS VELOCITY EQUATION
For the assumed condition of flow of const,.-.'. !ach number thru
the tube prior to the introduction of the pressure wave, v^ , T^, T
,
and Pj ar<=> also constant.
The disturbance in going upstream with absolute velocity u
moves with velocity w relative to the tube flow velocity. For a
stationary disturbance, w would represent the tube Flow velocity
ahead of the disturbance. For a disturbance moving into a stationary
gas, w would be the velocity of the disturbance.
In writing the idealized equations, the disturbance is assumed
to have no thickness so that flow passes thru the disturbance at
constant flow area. Also, it may be rationalized that the increase
in tube area from the throat, determined in Appendix I as necessary
to hold constant Mach number, is needed only because of friction,
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from which
13)
r - £ d.

All 1-2
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Multiply thru by (w; y-^/j :
*
x
-«**- <**"*>/)&-£. J (-7)
Combine this with th<^ energy Eq„(4)'
rp, un p.^7 rA . _£ .7z ^/* - * 7 w
</z)
This is the Rankine-Hu^oniot Equation relating velocities
and pressures on either r;ide of a normal ?hock front c
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From Eq, (15) and (16)
6- - -' aten - J or^ </<*)
A t-l * L
i ar z* l J
Substituting these expressions in 3q.(2)f
P./"£, **** ^1 '- ?*[**> 9**T° tur^ ^
'en fron continuity, 3q. (1)
s
U>, - C0\
^ 9d^/^7- > ^ ^ (23)
This is the Prandtl Relation correlating flow velocity ahead
of ani behind a normal shock,
Develooment to here was adapted from Ref's. (A) and (D),

All 1-4,
For tv e case under consideration, the disturbance is moving
at absolute velocity u into a flow of velocity v. T ' no'* refers to
the total temperature associated with velocity w^,
M\ ~- /uS, I - IU-J
or
From Sq. (23) and (12)
s
r ,+ sip 3-7
us, = uSr / **-t a I
I & + £H / (*)
Substituting (25) in (26)-'
r / / <**>/ Q.
*+'
or
^ Z ^- * <rw /
u
_
It is desired to get an expression for the velocity ro t i
, Je^fi,
since T remains constant while T ' varies -ith the explosion
her pressure. With trie air in the explosion chamber coming from
the same soiree as air in the flow tibe, their temperatures and
pressures are linked ideally thru the adiabatic relation
r. - <%) * «
Then
t itI & 1

All 1-5
^ (* } Y'l£r&\ X « '
Consider the shock moving with si^eod w-^ into still air, Then














Chamber psig 32 22
Earom. psia 14.7 14.58
Total Press. Pc 36.7 36.58
To 563 559
Metering
No z z 1
e
Data
Ap ?x± "Hg 11.0 11.0
/^P psi 5 C 41 5.41




W lbs/ sec .508 .511
2" Station
A - ,6525
"Hg gage '0.7 '11.2






"Hg gage -2.6 +15.0




A. = . 8325
"Hg gage -5.1 i*16.6




A * .9 325
"Hg gage '4.2 '18.2
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( Corrected to 14.7 psia atmosphere; Tofi w 552°R.
)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9








DYNAMIC GAGE AT UP3TH.SAM (2") STATION
2 33 B 4 21.4 36.1 18.1 32.8 1 . 622 457 .397
12 39 c 3 26.0 40.7 20.1 34.8 1.722 540
.
469
6 43.2 27,4 42.1 20.
1
34.8 1.722 567 .492
3 52.0 25.4 40.1 19.4 34.1 1.689 536 .466
13 53.0 30.9 45.6 21.4 36.1 1.788 656 .569
7 62.7 33.4 48.1 21.4 36.1 1.788 643
. 558
4 72.5 34.7 49.4 21.4 36.1 1.788 658 .572
1 79 3 34.7 49.4 21.4 36.1 1.788 692 .601
5 85.2 35.4 50.1 22.1 36.8 1.822 658
.
572
DYNAMIC GAG3 AT DOWNSTREAM (26") STATION
8 33.4 22.9 37.6 22.9 37.6 1.592 477 .413
10 48 e l 27.6 42. 3 27.6 42.3 1.790 627 .543
14 57„7 28.9 43.6 28.9 43.6 1.843 671 .58?
11 67.6 30.3 45.0 30.3 45.0 1.904 743 .644
15 74.4 31.5 46.2 31.5 46.2 1.954 747 .648
9 83.2 32.9 47.6 32.9 47.6 2.010 757 .657
At upstream station; 1} = 5.51 psig = 20.21 psia.
At downstream station: P, =8.95 psig = 23.65 psia.

TAELa IV
yY^o^RZ RATIO. SFSED RATIO DAT I
FROM ITAlHjg) TSST CURVES







UPS (2") S'^ATiDBN '
-
2 48.1 1.610 427 .407
1 ; 54,0 1.696 . 00370 .469
6 57.9 1.737 . 00348 .498
3 66.7 1.682 378 .458
13 67,7 1.734 305 . 563
7 77.4 1 . 798 . 00293 .592
4 87.2 1, -^0 2 . 00287 .604
1 94.0 1.803 .00285 .608
5 99.9 1.805 383 .612
DO'." k ' (26") STATION
8 48,1 1.610 .or .407
10 62c 8 1.790 . 00322 . 538
14 72.4 1.851 .00298 .582
11 82.3 lc 389 .600
15 89.1 1.942 .00286 . 607
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GENERAL VIEW OF TEST SETUP
At the left is the lathe bed which supports the plenum chamber
to which is bolted the flow tube. On the table to the left is the
Hathaway S-14A. oscillograph with the MBC 16 control unit to the
right. Small metal box between houses the external bridge circuit







DISASSEMBLED VI ^W OF Tj}3T APPARATUS
The electrical circuit to the left is that of the dynamic pick-
ur> element with dummy gage mounted on the cable end near tube„ Elec-
trical system to right is for the pressure change sensing element, '?he
cable connections at lowers left plug directly into the Hathaway
MRC 16 control unit.
Plastic diaphragms are inserted between the flanges of the divided
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